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Abstract
Synthesizing the realistic motion of a humanoid is a very sophisticated task,

studied in different research areas.
This work addresses the problem to synthetize realistic animations of 3D biped

characters in a simulated environment, using genetic algorithms. Characters are
represented as a structure of rigid bodies linked each other by 1DOF joints. Such
joints are controlled by sinusoidal functions whose parameters are calculated by
the genetic algorithm.

Results, obtained by testing and comparing several different genetic opera-
tors, are presented. The system we have created allows the non-skilled user, to
automatically create animations by setting only few key-poses of the characters.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter introduces to the work developed in this thesis and contains a de-
scription of its structure.

1.1 Research Context
Different research areas, with different aims, are involved in the study of the hu-
man motion to understand the fundamental dynamics and the control mechanisms
of it. The human body comprises 206 bones, over 600 muscles, and is controlled
by a complex nervous system. The human motion is the result of 92 degrees of
freedom. Researchers in biomechanics, robotics, and computer science work to
understand human natural motion and reproducing it in other forms.

The aim of humanoid robotic researchers is to obtain robots that can imitate
the human behaviours to collaborate, in the best way, with humans (Figure 1.1).
To build a complete humanoid robot is a very complex task and researchers usually
prefer solving simpler problems as the study of the biped robots, artificial hands,
vision, studies about a high level control (AI) etc.

The entertainment world, but also the overwhelming need for animation in ed-
ucation, science visualization, architecture and medicine, has developed a big in-
terest for the simulation of the human motion. The animation artists are involved,
ever more, in the research of the realistic movement creation. The major difference
between animating a virtual character and controlling a mechanical robot, is that
the artist not only has to create realistic human movements, but also has to give
the expressiveness during the motion that portrays the personality of the virtual
character. In the field of the entertainment there are, according to the kind of
application, different constraints that the model has to satisfy. For example, in
video games and virtual reality, one of the major requirements is to minimize the
ratio between the computation cost and the capabilities of the model; biomedical
researches require development of accurate models that obey the physical laws.
Other applications of Computer Graphics such as special effects in cinema also

1



2 Introduction

Figure 1.1. Robots based on mainstream control mechanism emphasize on precise joint
angle control that leads to versatile and intricate motions.

require to design accurate models but without consideration of the computation
cost. For these reasons, models currently proposed in computer animation are
designed in order to be applied in a specific application area. These models can
be grouped in two main families: interactive models that involve low computa-
tion costs and off-line models that can use heavy computation time in order to
obtain the required motion. With the increase of realism it becomes even harder
to integrate character motion into a scene and make it look plausible to a critical
audience.

1.2 Animation Techniques
Animating very complex models such as virtual humans is usually done by ex-
tracting a simpler representation of the model, a "skeleton", namely an articulated
figure made of rigid links connected by joints. Motion is first computed for the
skeleton. After that, the animator may compute higher quality representations of
the moving character by coating the skeleton with deformable surfaces modeling
the skin. The primary method of controlling the skeleton is by key-framing (Figure
1.2). With this technique the artist sets the values for all the degrees of freedom of
the structure in every frame in which some event occurs, the intermediate values
are then interpolated by the animation software. No physical simulation is used,
so the animator must put great effort in manually making the animation close to
physically correct, or the motion specified will be unrealistic and unappealing.

The realism of the animation is entirely up to the human animator who chooses
key times and values. Animators spend years becoming adept at portraying real-
istic motion and convincing emotion in their characters. Keyframe animation is
extremely labor intensive and is also impractical with a large number of charac-
ters. Automatic support for the animator has become necessary to create good
simulations.
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Figure 1.2. An example of key-framing: the user sets the position of a bodies at each
time that it must be moved during the animation. In the chapter 5 there is a comparison
between the animations, created with key-framing and the system realized in this thesis,
setting only the structure’s desired position at the last frame.

Motion capture techniques help the artists to animate 3D rigid-body skeleton.
Motion capture is the process of recording 3D motion data from a human actor for
analysis or playback. An optical motion capture system consists of cameras that
trace reflective markers placed on the subject in real time. The collective data
from a group of cameras are then used to reconstruct the 3D poses of the subject
(Figure 1.3). Data-driven methods leverage the high fidelity of motion capture
data to produce believable character animations with expressive details.

By learning a statistical model from a large dataset of existing motion se-
quences acquired from the real world, data-driven methods can synthesize new
motions that are similar to the training motion sequences. Since these methods
do not explicitly model physics, the output is limited to direct modifications to
the existing motions. If the desired motion drastically differs from the existing
motions, a large number of new motions sequences that are similar to the desired
motion need to be acquired. Consequently, extremely large motion datasets may
be required for general-purpose motion synthesis.

In the recent years a new approach has grow in popularity among the artists:
to integrate the animations with physically simulated movements. For example,
"Rag-dolls physics" are used in many video games to simulate phases in which the
character is not conscious. This is physically based simulations which makes, gives
a more life-like feel to the animation. A more realistic approach to generate human
characters animations could be the complete physical simulation of the motion. In
order to do this, it is necessary to develop characters with bones, muscles, joints,
skin and a brain that can control the character.
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Figure 1.3. Tom Hanks does the motion capture for a scene in "The polar express"

1.3 The Project
The aim of this work is to create a virtual physically based environment that allows
the simulation of different kinds of structures. In this environment skeletons, with
growing complexity, are animated with the use of genetic algorithms to investigate
the possibility of creating generics biped realistic motions.

A skeleton is animated by setting, similar to keyframe, the degrees of freedom
with opportune values; the relevant difference is that the values set are not decided
by the artist but are obtained with a genetic algorithm. The user only has to set
an approximation of the desired final position. Thus, the system requires little
manual work and can be used by an artist lacking of experience in animation. In
particular, the genetic algorithm calculates the parameters of sinusoidal functions,
one for each character’s degree of freedom, that are used to control the velocities
of the structure joints during the animation.

The physically based environment constrains the genetic algorithm to create
plausible motions. This work is focused in the "off-line" research of the realistic
motion, but the approach followed can be used also in other research fields, as, for
example, the robotics control.

In this work there also is a study of different genetic algorithm operators. There
are tests of animations creation using different types of selection, crossover and an
interesting new approach for the dynamic probability mutation course.

1.4 Thesis Structure
The following chapters are structured as follows:

• Chapter 2 contains a description of the existing works about realistic anima-
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tions obtained using genetic algorithms and furthemore a discussion about
the genetic algorithm as optimization tool, its classic implementation and an
introduction of the engines used to create the system.

• Chapter 3 is the most important part of the work and contains the descrip-
tion of the approaches used to create the animations, to control the character
and the genetic algorithm used.

• Chapter 4 describes, also with UML diagrams, the architecture of the system
and the libraries created in this project.

• Chapter 5 contains an analysis of the tests effectuated to create animations
with different structures and a description of the results.

• Chapter 6 is the last part of the thesis report and contains the conclusions
and possible future improvements of the work.

• Appendix A-B contain a detailed description of the individual valuation
function work, illustrating some useful informations for the users who want
to use the developed system.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter gives an overview of previous work related with this thesis and a
presentation of tools used for the system development.

2.1 Related Work
Different works use genetic algorithms in computer graphics with different goals:
to animate unreal structures ([22], [14], [7]), animals, to control robots ([23], [24],
[16]), or parts of them, ([18]) but also to create virtual unique creatures ([19]). In
all cited works there is not only one way to control the degrees of freedom of the
structure, which uses neural nets ([18]), others periodic functions ([22], [15], [16])
and sometimes the genetic algorithm generates directly the sequence of commands
that the structure must to execute during the animation ([14], [7]). [9] contains a
useful description about the works that use genetic algorithms to animate charac-
ter in the 1998.

Jeffrey Ventrella [22] has realized a system called Character Evolution Tool
to create fun animations. It, for the author, was developed both as a prototype
system for animators and graphic designers, and as tested for the applicability
of genetic algorithms in the design process. It uses a genetic algorithm for the
automatic, user assisted, evolution goal-oriented behavior in animated graphics.

The most interesting characters animated are different species of articulated
stick figures (Figure 2.1). Each species (realized in 2D and 3D) has a different
complexity but they do not represent real characters. The figures are represented
as rigid bodies made of interconnected limbs of varying lengths, moving in a phys-
ically based environment. Each character’s joint is controlled, during the anima-
tion, using a sinusoidal function. Motion is the result of multiple simultaneous
sine functions. The figures have not stimulus/response modeling, nor any propri-
oceptive senses, and so their motor programs cannot change in response to the
environment.

An interesting approach has been followed to define the goal of an animation.

7
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Figure 2.1. An animation obtained with the [22] system

The user draws into the scene the gesture that a character must follow. In this
way, the animation artist defines the genetic algorithm’s objective fitness func-
tion, guiding the direction of evolution. The gesture tool was implemented to be
used with the 2D articulated figures and has been derived from [2]. Two versions
of the gesture tool have been implemented: with the first one the user sets the
absolute position that a part of the structure’s body must follow; for a specified
duration, the position of the body is compared to its desired path, in this way the
animations are estimated. The second version allows the user to set the direction
and the speed that a part of the character must have during the animation. With
the gesture tool, the user defines the character’s expressivity during the animation.

Gritz and Hahn [7] animated a Luxo lamp using genetic algorithms (Figure
2.2). The environment has been physically simulated. In the work each joint has
been controlled internally by a damped angular spring, it pushes the joint towards
the desired orientation using a proportional derivate controller. The controllers
that set the desired orientations to each timestep are obtained with a genetic al-
gorithm. The structure animated is a desk lamp made of 4 links and 3 internally
controllable degrees of freedom.

Figure 2.2. This figure is taken from [7] and shows the behavior of the Luxo lamp
avoiding an overhead bar during the walk.

The authors, in the previous work [6], have controlled the same character ob-
taining simple realistic animations like a jump, using fixed initial conditions and
a static type of fitness function. In the work [7] they realized a generating loco-
motion controllers reausable in a variety of situations.

The aim of their work was to allow the user to define a goal like, for example,
walk forward X units and stop. To do this they used an interesting approach: they
divided the fitness measure into a main goal and style points. For the main goal
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the distance between the base center of the lamp and goal point X at the end of the
time is calculated. For style points, penalty or bonus are added based on the fact
that, for example, an excess of movement after the goal, the character completes
the motion early or ends with the joints in neutral angles. They conclude that,
placing immediately all the style considerations on the motion, they did not give
the evolutionary process the best opportunity to discover fit individuals, simply
because it was so restrictive. They solved such problem using only the goal control
for the first few generations, then slowly introduced to the style considerations,
generation by generation.

In the work [18], a structure representing a simple leg has been animated in an
environment physically simulated. The character has been modeled using three
limbs connected by two joints, the bottom limb being oriented horizontally with
the floor and the two other limbs oriented vertically, mimicking the structure of a
human leg. The degrees of freedom have been controlled by a neural network, its
weights are evolved through genetic programming. The neural net has, for inputs:
the height of the top limb segment (the "thigh"), the angles of the knee and the
ankle joints, whether or not the character is touching the ground. The outputs of
the net are the torques to be applied to the knee and to ankle joints.

An interesting approach is concluded in the fitness valuation. To balance the
character, the fitness function, simply, measure the height of the structure’s upper
part. Such height is not the only estimation, the author applies a penalty if the
character acting in an undesirable manner (for example it falls down), but applies
also a benefit that reward how well the controller is doing at the current time (for
example, if, until the current estimation, the structure has always been standing,
it has a time proportioned bonus). The fitness function is applied several times
during the animation. This encourages the controllers that attempt to balance
themselves but eventually fall.

Two optimizations have been used in [18] to improve the speed of evolution: if
a controller’s fitness is too low that there is little hope for recovery, the controller is
stopped; the rendering is omitted during much of the evolutionary process because
it is not necessary.

Figure 2.3. Figure taken by [14]. In this image the creatures animated in the work are
represented.

In [14], an environment with friction and gravitation has been created. In such
an environment, two entities with different complexities, consisting of masses con-
nected to each other with springs, have been created (Figure 2.3). Each spring
can be defined as a muscle of the character. The entities have been animated
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controlling the springs by the genetic code. The population used to control the
entity consists of springs of 0s, 1s, and 2s. Each time that an action is made,
for every muscle (a spring of the structure), a value is read from the string. Zero
means that the relaxation length of the muscle spring is not altered, one means
that it is made longer with a predefined amount of length and two means that the
muscle is contracted. Behaviors, as jumping or moving have been created. The
fitness function that has been used for approaching a goal was simply an offset
minus the average distance of the entity’s masses from goal. The fitness value for
jumping was the highest vertical value that the center of the mass reached during
the simulation.

Karl Sims, in [19], has used a genetic algorithm to create unique creatures
(Figure 2.4). The author created a genetic language for representing virtual crea-
tures with directed graphs of nodes and connections. The graphs created describe
both the morphology and the neural circuit of the creatures. The genetic language
defines a research space containing an indefinite number of possible creatures. Dif-
ferent fitness evaluation functions have been used to direct the creatures evolution
to obtain structures able to make specific behaviors such as swim, walk or jump.

An interesting approach, indicated for future work by the author, is in the
fitness measure: it can be estimated using the distance covered by the structure
divided by the amount of energy consumed to move that distance.

Figure 2.4. Figure taken by [19].Creatures evolved for walking.

In robotics, as described previously, there are different pubblications that use
evolutionary approaches to obtain controllers. The main goal in robotics is differ-
ent because, if in computer graphics the desired animation must to be realistic,
in robotics it’s more important to obtain motions efficients before than realis-
tic. In robotics the major problems are to obtain stable controllers useful not only
for a single motion but for all the situation that the robot can find during its work.

In the project [16] a physics based environment has been developed, in which,
a structure inspired by SONY’s SDR 4X humanoid robot, has been created and
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animated. The structure has been animated using simple sinusoidal functions to
control the joints position. Each function has been controlled by 4 parameters:
amplitude, frequency, phase and initial position. Such parameters, to create an-
imations, have been obtained using a genetic algorithm. A walk is been created
using only a part of the robot degrees of freedom. An interesting thing of this
work is that, to save the number of parameters, the symmetric parts of the robot
were controlled by the same parameters, using, in each case, a negative value of
the related body position.

Figure 2.5. Image from [13]. Top: Simple input animation depicting hopscotch (a pop-
ular child game consisting of hops, broad jumps and a spin jump). Bottom: Synthesized
realistic

There are also other works that do not use genetic algorithm but that creates
successfully realistic motions [8] [10] [13] [12]. These works obtained excellent re-
sult following different approaches, in fact the major part of them did not simulate
physically the environment but studied the physics constraints of the human body
during a specific motion and reporting these constraints in the virtual humans
to obtain, with different optimization tools, the desired motion. Relevant results
have been obtained in the works [13] (Figure 2.5) and [10] (Figure 2.6).

The work [13] contains a very interesting approach. In it, the authors use a
set of linear and angular momentum constraints to create realistic motion starting
from a simple animation provided by the animator. The input to the created
system, consists of an articulated character with its mass distribution, and an
arbitrary character animation containing values of joint angles on the character
at each frame. Animators are free to provide input animations with an arbitrary
level of detail. The system creates and solves an optimization problem.

The constraints of the problem are physics ( like cited previously ) and others
specific obtained from the input animation (positional and sliding constraints).
To detect positional constraints, the system finds all points on the body that stay
fixed in space for some period of time during the animation. They reduce the prob-
lem of finding the constrained points on the whole character to finding constrained
points on each body part (each body part of the character is a rigid body). Slid-
ing constraints are a generalization of positional constraints. Instead of setting a
point on the character to a single world coordinate, a sliding constraint limits the
point’s motion to a particular line or plane in world space. To achieve a realistic
motion, specific constraints about linear and angular momentum are necessary.
The authors derive these constraints from the laws of physics and biomechanics
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domain knowledge. The system output is a sequence of values that, during the
animation, each character degree of freedom assumes.

[10] describes algorithms to animate human characters performing three be-
haviors: run, and turn at a variety of speeds, to ride a bicycle on hills and around
obstacles, and to perform a gymnastic vault. The system provides the anima-
tor control of the velocity and the direction of the runner and the cyclist. The
rigid-body models of the human figures are composed by rigid links connected
by rotary joints with one, two or three degrees of freedom. The motion of each
behavior described in the paper has been computed using dynamic simulation.

Proportional-derivative servos compute joint torques based on the desired and
actual value of each joint. According to the authors, during each motion, the mus-
cles perform different functions; for this reason they used a state machine for each
type of behaviors, in which, a different function, control the motion of the joints.
The algorithms used to control the character during the different phases, derive
from the biomechanical literature. The results obtained are realistic and can be
useful to understand the behaviors of the human body during the animations sim-
ulated. Naturally, to create a specific control for every type of movement is not
thinkable.

Figure 2.6. Image from [10]. A bicyclist avoiding a jogger.

[26] describes by using a combination of forward kinematics, neural net and
genetic algorithms, from a set of possible character motions and with an user in-
teractive evolving process (similar to [22]), it is possible to create new animations.
In the work [26] the environment has not been physically simulated but the plau-
sible motions are selected from the neurale net learned with the set of existing
animations.

2.2 Environment Simulation
To create a system where the structure motions are simulate, there was the neces-
sity to use two engines: one for the control of the structure visualization and the
other for the simulation of the physics laws (there was also the possibility to use
only one engine for both the tasks but usually, for more reasons, the engines are
separated). In this thesis the engines are not parts of the main goal but are tools
to create the environment system, for this reason instead to build the engines, two
free engines have been used.
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2.2.1 OGRE
OGRE (Object-Oriented Graphics Rendering Engine) is one of the best open
source (under the GNU Lesser General Public License LGPL) 3D engine written in
C++ designed to abstract all the details of using system libraries like Direct3D and
OpenGL. It has a very large community of users, so, on the web, exists very useful
tutorials and a documentation that make the learning of it very fast. OGRE is de-
signed to provide only a world-class graphics solution. It can be used for different
aims and is not linked with a particular field of application (for example a game).
With it, the programmer can create and move bodies, lights and cameras. The
programmer can update the state of the object created between the rendering of a
new image. It is a real time rendering and so, it finds a compromise between the
quality of the images rendered and the computational time. To rendering a scene,
a graphics engine, considers the bodies materials the lights in the scene and the
properties of the camera from which the scene is viewed. For more informations
see [21] (Figure 2.7).

Figure 2.7. An image created with Ogre. It supports the skeletal animation and
blends multiple animations together with different influences for animation transitions
or combining animations (e.g. walk and wave arms).

In this work Ogre has been used for rendering the objects of a scene.

2.2.2 AGEIA PhysX
PhysX is a physics engine developed by AGEIA. It is designed to simulate the
physics laws and can be used with different types of graphics libraries. It can also
work in parallel with the graphics engine. It is used in different advanced games
to create more realistic scenes. The AGEIA also makes hardware to support its
physics engine and keeps intact the capacity of the main processor. The AGEIA
PhysX SDK is free (until some days ago it was free only for non-commercial use).

For more informations [20] (Figure 2.8).
In this work the physics engine is very important because it is responsible of

realistic behaviors of the objects that make the character. It handles all the re-
actions of the bodies in a real environment such as the contacts between them or
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Figure 2.8. A screen shot of the game "Hanger of Doom" in which the Ageia physics
engine has been used. In this image an explosion has been simulated.

with the terrain or as the friction and forces applied by the joints that in a skeleton
simulate the articulations.

How previously described, the programmer can update the state of the object
that have to be rendered only between the rendering of two frame. When a physics
engine is used, before the task of frame rendering, the physics engine calculates
all the forces in action on the bodies, with such forces, considering the current
state (position and velocity) of each body, it computes the new state of the bodies
and updates the positions of them. Then, the graphics engine renders the scene.
To compute the new bodies state, the physics engine, must simulate a continous
system (the real world) in a discrete way. For this reason, the engine cannot
considers the following continous functions:

v(t) = v0 +
f(t)
m

dt (2.1)

x(t) = x0 + v(t)dt (2.2)

The most simple way, for a physics engine, to obtain a new state, is using the
following discrete functions:

vn = vn−1 +
fn

m
∆t (2.3)

xn = xn−1 + vn∆t (2.4)

where ∆t is the timestep used by the engine.

A physics engine, like Novodex, that works in real time, has to consider to
obtain the new state in few milliseconds. In such time it must to compute the
new state and, usually, a physics engine must satisfy all the constraints to the
bodies movements (as, for example, collisions or constraints created by the joints).
For these reasons, a physics engine must to obtain a new state of simulation in a
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numerical way and can make errors. Naturally, with the increase of bodies and
joints in a world, grow the necessary time to obtain a good simulation. Usually, to
respect the real time, a physics engine searches a compromise with the precision
and make more errors. This behaviour of the physics engine has defined some
constraints to the implementation of the system. Such constraints will be defined
in the next chapters.

2.3 Genetic Algorithms
The genetic algorithms are a searching and optimization technique derived from
the theories of Darwinian evolution. They operate on a population of individuals
(potential solutions to a problem), updating the population in parallel, over many
generations. For its mechanism, the genetic algorithm is a useful tool with large
search spaces (such as, for example, to find the best parameters for locomotion).

Every individual is represented in the genetic algorithm as a sequence of real
numbers (in the classic GA it is a sequence of binary numbers). A sequence is
generally referred to as the DNA, and the numbers contained in it are the genes.
The DNA, taken as an encoded representation of an individual solution, is called
the individual’s genotype. The genes of the genotype influences one or more at-
tributes in the individual (the whole set of attributes constitute the phenotype).
The phenotype is the expression of the genotype. At each generation the popula-
tion is updated.

In the genetic algorithm, the Fitness Function assumes extreme importance:
it is the operator that, during the evolution, valuates all the individuals (the phe-
notypes of them) of the current generation. The concept of "better individual"
changes with the problem, in the case of this work, a good phenotype, is a set
of parameters that causes a character to perform the desired movement. In GA
the best individuals will have more possibility to pass their characteristics to the
individuals of the next generation. The fitness function "drives the evolution" and
for this reason it is important to choose a good fitness function, while a wrong
function can avoid the better solutions.

In the literature there are different types of genetic algorithms (for a good
panoramic see [1]) but the operators commonly used are:

• Initialization: With which the initial generation is created using random
values,

• Valuation: Estimates the current generation to obtain a fitness proportioned
classification of individuals,

• Selection: In which two individuals are chosen for the reproduction,

• Crossover: With which, the genes of individuals chosen, are combined to
obtain a new individual, if the coding is chosen properly, two good parents
produce good children,
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• Mutation: In real evolution, the genes can change randomly by erroneous
reproduction or other casual deformations. In genetic algorithms, mutation
can be realized as a random value added to the gene with a certain proba-
bility.

A simple classic genetic algorithm is showed in the diagram at figure 2.9, also,
in the image 2.11 there is an example of generic GA running.

Figure 2.9. Diagram of a simple classic Genetic Algorithm.

The genetic algorithm parameters as population size, number of generations,
genotype dimension and mutation rate, change with the problem.
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Figure 2.10. These images contain an example of generic genetic algorithm running,
they can explain better how the algorithm works. In the next lines there is a description of
each image: Image A: In this example, each individual is composed by a sequence of 3 real
values in the range [0,1]. Each generation contains 5 individuals. In the GA algorithm
used in this work, the genes of an individual will be also 45 and a generation will be
composed by 200 individuals. Image B: The estimation of individuals give a fitness value
for each individual, in this example, the algorithm has to solve a problem of minimization.
Image C: In the example, only one individual is copied to the next generation (this elitism
approach is necessary to avoid to lose the best individual during the creation of a new
generation) and one individual is discarded. The mutation probability is static and its
value is 0.1. In this work, usually, the percentage of individuals copied is the same of
individuals discarded and is approximately the 10% of all individuals. Images D and
E: To create the other individuals are used the genetic operators. Two individuals are
selected from the current generation. An individual with better fitness value will have
more probability to be selected for the reproduction. In the images there is the creation
of a new individual’s first gene; a random value is used to choose if to use the mutation or
crossover operator, in this case, the random value is greater than the mutation probability
and the crossover creates, using an other random value to mix the parents genes, the new
individual’s gene. Images F and G: Also in this case, the second gene is created using the
crossover probability, in fact the random value is greater than the mutation probability.
Images H and I: Instead, in these images, the individual’s last gene is created using the
mutation operator, this because the random value is less than the mutation probability.
To mutate the gene, a value is added to the last gene of the first parent. Images L
and M: Other two individuals are created in the way just described. Image N: After
the creation of each generation there is its evaluation, in this case, for example there
is an improvement of the best fitness value. Image O: During the evolution there are
improvements of the best fitness value until a max number of generation is achieved or
the best fitness value is considered sufficiently good.



Chapter 3

Implementation Strategies

This chapter contains the most significant parts of the project: the approach fol-
lowed to control the degrees of freedom of the character and the genetic algorithm
used to create animations.

3.1 A New Way to Animate

As discussed briefly in the section 2.1 the best humans animations have been
obtained studying the physics constraints of the human body during a specific
motion or in environments not physically simulated. The studies of motions in
environments physically simulated are prevalently for robots motions or have, like
character, unreal structures. The aim of this project is to give a starting point of
different approach for a realistic animation.

The person who realizes a human realistic animation, usually, is an artist who
doesn’t know programming languages or the physics constraints applied to the
human body, during the motion that he has to simulate. For this reason can be
useful to study constraints only if they act during every movement of the human
(for example the minimization of the kinetic energy that will be discussed in this
thesis subsequently).

An useful animation tool can be a system in which the character is physically
simulated (this important point allows to obtain physically plausible motions), in
such environment the artist sets, approximately, the desired character final pose;
with that information the system builds the animation in which the character
achieve the goal. The system, to obtain the sequence of character movements, use
an optimizing method. This work describes the realization of that system core
using, a genetic algorithm, to obtain the desired motion.

19
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3.2 Character Control
With the system created there is the possibility to define different types of struc-
tures using boxes and spheres like graphics primitives and connecting them with
one degree of freedom (Figure 3.1) or fixed joints. With these primitives there is
the possibility to create all the structures useful for this project also because, for
this work, the functionality of the structure is more important than its aesthetics.
Anyway, the system is designed to allow easy improvements, the architecture of
the system will be described in chapter 4.

Figure 3.1. The hinge joint with a unique degree of freedom.

Use existing engines, after a phase of study, has simplified the development
of the system but has also places some constraints, in particular way the physics
engine. It, for how is designed, can work better with some approaches than with
others. The physics engine must simulate the bodies reactions like if they were in
the real world, it means to simulate a "continous system" in a discrete time, doing
attention to optimize the calculation cost to obtain a real time simulation. The
physics engines can do errors if the simulation is not very accurate.

With the increase of the structure complexity, the physics engine task becomes
more labour intense and this can imply more errors. In such situation, to obtain
plausible simulations means to have a more accurate behavior of the engine, in-
creasing so the calculation time. For this reason there are some implementation
strategies done to simplify the engine work, and so, to obtain a good compromise
between accuracy of the simulation and computational time. Using joints with
only one degree of freedom (more degrees of freedom can be obtained using more
one DOF joints), masses of the bodies or the maximum forces applicable by the
joints are the major examples of developing chosen, done, to simplify the physics
engine work and to obtain good simulations in useful times.

To control the structure motion a periodical function to every DOF of the
character has been chosen. Use a neural net like controller can realize the motion
better, but it introduces other complications to the work and adds other parame-
ters that will be calculated by the genetic algorithm. This work must investigate
the potentiality of the new animation approach and, introduce other error sources,
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cannot allow to investigate the real potentialities of the system. The characters
have not stimulus from the environment or any proprioceptive senses, and so their
motor programs cannot change in response to the environment but follow only the
functions "build" within the algorithm.

3.2.1 Joints Controllers
The other works that use periodical functions to control the DOF of the structure,
generally apply sinusoidal functions to set the positions of the joints during the
motion.

The physics engine uses angular springs to control the position of a joint (it
means to drive the joint to a desired position). The angular springs for their nature
add a lot of kinetic energy to the structure and stretch to be springy the bodies
connected by the joint. To obtain a sinusoidal movement of the joints has been
chosen, to control the velocity of them, using opportune cosine functions. The
physics engine simulates a motor action to obtain a desired velocity; this method
gives more stability than the angular springs.

Considering the control of a joint, the parameters necessary to obtain a generic
sinusoidal motion (Eq. 3.1) are: amplitude (α), frequency (ϕ), phase (φ) and an
initial position (θ).

θi = α · sin (ϕ · ti + φ) + θ0 (3.1)

where θi = joint position at instant i and ti = time at instant i.

To obtain the equation 3.1 in position the following equation has been used to
control the velocity:

vi = ϕ · α · cos (ϕ · ti + φ) (3.2)

where vi = joint velocity at instant i and ti = time at instant i.

Ideally the concept is right but there is a problem: the simulation of the physics
environment, like previously described, is discrete. It means that to obtain a
cosine in position, the control in velocity must be done with the instantaneous
velocity. To obtain a good control with the equation 3.2, it is necessary to set the
correct velocity at each physics engine timestep, for timesteps very small. This is
impossible because it requires too much time for the simulation. To have a good
approximation in reasonable time, the velocity for a single joint control in the time
t has been obtained with the following function:

vi =
α · (sin (ϕ · (ti + ∆t) + φ)− sin (ϕ · ti + φ))

∆t
(3.3)

where vi = joint velocity at instant i, ti = time at instant i and ∆t = necessary
time before the next velocity setting.
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The used method allows a good simulation of the sine function in position using
a motor controlled in velocity (more stable in the physics engine used) and avoids
to set the velocity at every simulation step. The genetic algorithm must calculate
three parameters for every joint of the structure: amplitude (α), frequency (ϕ)
and phase (φ).

3.2.2 Animations repetition
A relevant problem was to repeat, obtaining the same result, the estimation of the
same individual. The fitness function is very important for the genetic algorithm,
for this reason, the system capacity to repeat each individual evaluation in the
same conditions has a foudamental importance. Obtain the same physics environ-
ment for each estimation is a very complex problem and adds some constraints to
the system realization. In the physics engine, a very little variation of position or
of velocity (for example of 0.000001 units) implicates a different behaviour of the
character during the motion.

Usually, to use a physics engine with a graphics engine, the programmer follow
the mechanism described in the section 2.2.2 in which, before of each frame ren-
dering, the update of the bodies pose is applied. In this case, to use that approach,
was not possible because the physics simulation step must be effectuated in the
same way. With the usual approach, the system does not allows such mechanism
with such precision because between two step, the CPU can be used from other
task in a different way during the individuals estimation. To solve the problem, the
physics state has been completely stored and loaded at the beginning of each indi-
vidual evaluation and the fitness function, in parallel, controls the physics engine
to simulate in the same way each animation evolution.

3.3 Genetic Algorithm
In the literature there are different kinds of genetic algorithms (GA). As described
previously the problem that the GA must solve in this work is very complex, for
this reason different types of GA operators have been tested. The main mechanism
of the algorithm used is the same of that described at section 2.3. The classic GA
uses boolean values like genes, for it exists theorems about its efficiency. For this
work the genetic algorithm is real coded, it means that the genes assume values
between 0 and 1. A real coded algorithm is a more complex system because the
research space is very greater. During tests, different sensibilities of genes have
been used, it is an important parameter to define, because also a gene variation of
0.00001 can implicate, in the physically based system, a different animation result.

The initialization can be done with random values or loading a generation
stored previously (it can be useful to continue a process interrupted or to obtain
an animation similar to that stored). The number of individuals for every gen-
eration is the same; only in the case that the initialization is done with random
values, the number of individuals in the first generation is considerably greater to
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allow a better exploration of the research space since the initial generation can be
very important to obtain good results.

After the initialization, like for every generation there is the individuals valua-
tion; in this way there is a classification of the individuals respect to their fitness.
If the stopping condition is not fulfilled (in this work the algorithm is stopped
after a maximum number of generations or, previously, if the best individual of
the current generation have a valuation sufficiently good), using the individuals
classification there is the creation of a new generation. To create a new generation
the next steps are followed:

• Copy of the best individuals (the percentage of individuals copied is given by
the user). This elitism factor has been introduced to avoid that the observed
best-fitted individuals are lost,

• Discard of the worst individuals and their replacement with new random
individuals,

• Selecting two individuals and applying to them the operators of crossover
and mutation are created the individuals until the generation is complete.

In the following paragraphs will be detailed the different approaches of genetic
operators used to create a new generation.

3.3.1 Selection
The selection operators used in this work are of two kinds, both use a random
value to choose an individual but with a substantial difference:

• Roulette wheel selection in which the probability to choose a certain indi-
vidual is proportional to its fitness (see [1] for a description more detailed).

• Category selection where a parent is chosen randomly from the best individ-
uals and the other parent is chosen randomly from all the individuals (see
[5]). To avoid of obtain individuals too much similar in the elite category, in
the system a control on the likeness of the best individuals has been realized,
discarding from the elite class the individual too similar to others with better
fitness.

3.3.2 Crossover
To create a new individual means creating all the genes of it. In this work every
gene is obtained with mutation of a parent gene or mixing the parents genes using
the crossover operator. For every gene, mutation is applied if a random value is
less than the mutation probability otherwise, to create the gene of the new indi-
vidual, is used the crossover.

There are three crossover methods used in this work:
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• Linear Crossover where the new gene is obtained from a linear combination
of the parents genes using a random value as weight:

gc
i = gp1

i · (ri) + gp2
i · (1− ri) (3.4)

where ri = random[0, 1]

• Blend Crossover where the new gene is obtained as for the Linear Crossover
but the random value is the same for all the genes of the same individual:

gc
i = gp1

i · (r) + gp2
i · (1− r) (3.5)

where r = random[0, 1]

• Fitness Proportioned Crossover in which every gene is a linear combination
of the parents genes but using the fitness values of the individuals selected
like weight.

gc
i = gp1

i · (f) + gp2
i · (1− f) (3.6)

where f = ϕ1
ϕ1+ϕ2

and ϕi = fitness value of parent i

In Eq. 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 gc
i = gene in position i of children and g

pj

i = gene in
position i of parent j.

3.3.3 Mutation
The mutation is effectuated adding a value [-Mutation range, Mutation range]
to the gene. An important factor of the genetic algorithms is the probability of
mutation. There are more articles that use dynamic probabilities mutation ([27],
[11], [17]), in the classic GA this value is constant. In this work have been tested
both mechanisms introducing a new way to control the mutation probability when
it not is static.

The new mutation probability curve is inspired by the simulated annealing and
the Chaotic Search Theory (see [27], [25] for more informations). Diminishing the
mutation probability during the running of the GA means to restrict, with the
time, the search space and to help the algorithm to obtain better results. In this
way it becomes more simplier to set the mutation probability that, if static, is an
important parameter and for this reason not is easy to set, in fact, it can change
according to the genotype dimension. The articles cited previously use different
approaches to control the mutation probability curve.

It is important that the probability diminishes according to the increasing num-
ber of generations but are also important of two other aspect: the first is that, if
there are improvements during the evolution, the curve must not change to use
the value of probability that has allowed the improvement; the second is that the
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curve must have a different slobe based on the current fitness value, if there are
no improvements of the fitness value, the mutation probability cannot continue to
decrease in the same way when improvements are, because it would be easy to fall
in local minimums.

The function used to control the dynamic mutation probability in this thesis
is the following (Figure 3.2):

pi = (Mp −mp) ·

(
1− 1

e
ϕ

RF ·(Gi/GT )

)
+ mp (3.7)

where pi = current mutation probability, Mp = max mutation probability,
mp = min mutation probability, ϕ = current best valuation, RF = reduction
factor, Gi = number of the current generation, GT = number of total generations.

Figure 3.2. Mutation probability curves: Mp = 0.4 mp = 0 RF = 4 GT = 100. The
mutation probability, during the evolution, changes according with the best fitness value
and the number of generation. It moves on the curves showed.

3.3.4 Fitness Valuation
A particular mention is for the fitness function. In the system created in this
work there is the possibility to set the final desired pose that the structure must
achieve. The valuation of an animation calculates the distance between the real
and the desired position of the character at the end of the animation. To avoid
incorrect behaviors there is the possibility to limit the structure motion during the
animation, for example, during a walk, the skeleton cannot fall down, otherwise
the animation will have a penalty. There are two ways to apply the penalty: in
the first case, when the structure doesn’t respect the limits it has an high value of
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fitness and doesn’t complete its animation (so there is a save of the computational
time). In the second case, the individual valuation has a penalty but the animation
will continue.



Chapter 4

System Architecture

The system developed in this thesis is called Genetic Animations Creator (GAC).
As previously described in the section 2.2, in this project two existing engines
have been used: OGRE for the graphics and Ageia PhysX for the physics laws
simulation.

The aim of the design was to realize a reusable and extendible system, for this
reason the project is modular, there are documentation API of all the class created
and important parts, like the genetic algorithm or the wrapper between the two
engines, have been thought to be used in other contexts.

The complete control of the system is done by xml files, this approach is useful
to avoid to relate the system, that can be the core of a more sophisticated appli-
cation, with a particular user interface and in the same time can be easily handled
by an user. A future GUI interface can to create the xml files and start the GAC.
To handle the xml files a free library available on the web called TinyXml (for
more details [3]) has been used. A description of how to create the xml files to
control the system is in the appendix A.

The figure 4.1 contains the classes diagram created and their relationships.
The appendix B contains a description of how to use the system during its

running.

4.1 Genetic Algorithm Design
The genetic algorithm created can be used in different minimization problems and
contexts. The distinction between genotype and phenotype is important for the
GA re-use: all the operations about the data are on the genotype, it means that
the algorithm doesn’t know or consider the context in which, the DNA that it has
handled, work. For the GA, an individual, is a sequence of real coded values in
the range [0, 1], it communicates with the environment in which it works using the
API of two interfaces (Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1. System classes diagram. This diagram shows the complete classes relation-
ship. The main parts of the system have been evidenced and showed in the figures 4.2,
4.3, 4.4.
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Figure 4.2. In this figure are evidenced the GA classes. The genetic algorithm commu-
nicates with the environment using two interfaces. These interfaces must be implemented
to use the algorithm in a particular context. This part is outlined like "‘part A"’ in the
figure 4.1

Figure 4.3. In this figure are evidenced the classes of wrapper between the two engines
used. This part is outlined like "‘part B"’ in the figure 4.1
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Figure 4.4. The structures that the user can build are made of rigid bodies connected
by fixed or 1DOF joints. The system uses the wrapper to obtain a character physically
simulated. This part of classes diagram is outlined like "‘part C"’ in the figure 4.1

The GAOutputInterface handles only the feedback between the GA work and
the user. The GAFitnessInterface has more importance than the previous because
the GA use it to obtain the individuals valuations of a generation. The class that
implements the last interface assumes particular relevance, it immerses the algo-
rithm in the problem context, represent the phenotype and its valuation. In this
work the class GAFitness implements the GAFitnessInterface and uses the geno-
type of every individual to obtain the related joints parameters and the valuation
of the resulting animation. To estimate the phenotype of an individual the class
must control the structure and the physics engine. The sequence diagram in figure
4.5 represent the most important phase of the system: the genetic algorithm’s
work and mainly an individual valuation.

4.2 Libraries Created
In this section there is a short description of the libraries created for the system:

• physx_ogre_wrapper.h contains the classes useful to connect the engines
graphics and physics. In particular there are two classes: PhyxOgreBody
that connects a body physically simulated with an object of Ogre; the class
PhysXOgreWrapper is the very wrapper between the engines, with this class
the programmer can create PhyxOgreBody objects. This library is not re-
lated with the genetic algorithm or with the particular system realized in
this thesis, for this reason it can be utilized also in other applications. The
state of the simulation can be saved and loaded, it can be useful to create a
sequence of animations.

• physics_structure.h is the library with which has been created the desired
physically based structure. The structure can be composed by spheres and
boxes connected by joints fixed or with one DOF. Every body has the related
Ogre and PhysX object. This libray uses the PhysX-Ogre wrapper to create
every object. The character creation is handled by the file Structure.xml
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Figure 4.5. Sequence Diagram of the application main part: a generation valuation
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described in appendix A.1.

• gac_frame_listener.h is the implementation of an Ogre frame listener. This
library handles the user inputs during the running of the system. The user
can move the camera, move the character during the phase of structure de-
bug, record the images rendered and save or load the environment. The
structure debug phase is useful during the design of a new character, in fact
the user can test the joints or watch the created structure. For more infor-
mations there is a description of the keys useful during the system running
in appendix B.

• genetic_algorithm.h, ga_output_interface.h and ga_fitness_interface.h are
the libraries of the genetic algorithm. Their functionalities are described
in the previous section. The first file contains the real genetic algorithm
that creates and updates the generations, the other two files are only the
interfaces that must be implemented to use the algorithm with a specific
problem.

• ga_ogre_output.h and ga_fitness.h contain the classes that implement the
GA interfaces. The first creates an overlay in the Ogre environment for the
feedback of the GA and handles the log file named GA_log.txt in which
there are all the information about the evolution of the animations during
the last GA running. The second library contains the class that, as described
in the previous section, estimates the generations creating a relation between
the genotype and the phenotype of each individual.

To know all the specifications of each class and the methods on those classes
there is, related to this thesis, the complete API reference for the system.



Chapter 5

Tests and Results

With the system created different types of structures and different genetic algo-
rithm operators have been tested. This chapter contains a description of tests and
the related results.

5.1 Structure Evolution
To investigate the system capacities, tests of structures with increasing complexity
have been done. The animation most commonly tested is a forward movement of
the character. The human walk is a complex motion studied in the animation
field.

5.1.1 Structures used
In the next lines there is a description of all the structures used:

• 1DOF Character is the most simple structure animated. It has only one joint
that connects two rigid bodies (Figure 5.1). With this structure different
tests modifying the movement limits of the joints or the time available for
the animation has been done.

Figure 5.1. The first simple structure.
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Figure 5.2. From Left to Right: 3DOF Character, 5DOF Character, Humanoid Char-
acter

• 3DOF Character is the first step toward the human structure. It has three
joints: one for each leg connected to the hip and one to move the abdomen;
all DOF used rotate around the pitch axis (Figure 5.2).

• 5DOF Character has the knees rotations in more respect than the previous
structure (Figure 5.2).

• 7DOF Character has the pitch rotation for each ankle. This structure is the
first tested also with other types of animations. With it has been created
an animation in which the characters must to kick a ball to do goal between
two cubes (Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3. The structure with 7 DOF during an animation.

• 11DOF Character is the first structure with arms and head. The 4 new
degrees of freedom are to move (with a pitch rotation) the arms.
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• 15DOF Character is the structure more similar to the human skeleton. This
structure has a roll rotation for each leg and ankle. It has the capacity of
leg movements, similar to the most common humanoid robots (Figure 5.2).

• 4 legs Character is a no-biped structure. It is used to test the system with
another type of structure. It has 8 degrees of fredom, 2 for each leg (Figure
5.4).

Figure 5.4. The 4 Legs Character.

5.1.2 Structure Tests Analysis
With tests useful animations have been obtained. Usually the goal of a test was
to move the current character forwards 10 or 12 units. The greater structure was
than 12 units. A result considered good is an animation in which the structure
achieves the goal with an error less than 1% of the units covered (Figures 5.6, 5.7,
5.8, 5.10).

Like predictable the calculation time of the genetic algorithm grew with the
increase of the structure complexity. The necessary time to obtain a good an-
imation is passed from 3 minutes, for the simple structure, to 2 hours for the
humanoid character (with a laptop of 1.6 GHz, 512 MB of RAM and graphics
chipset integrated). The necessary time grew for two reasons, the first one is that
the genetic algorithm must calculate more parameters, the second one is that the
physics engine, to obtain a realistic simulation of the complex structure require
more time (the second reason affects more than the first).

Not necessarily more DOF implicates more computational time because a de-
gree of freedom added means also movements more free for the structure, and so,
to achieve the goal, for example, obtain good solutions for the 3DOF structure can
result more difficult than to obtain animations with the 5DOF or 7DOF structures.

Using sinusoidal functions to control the joints has simplified the GA work but
does not allows the creation of animations in which there are two different velocity
of the character motion. It constrains the creation of short animations or motions
on only one type of plane (it is not possible to have an animation in which the
structure passes from a horizontal plan to one tilted).
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In the following paragraphs are described the strategies used to test the system.

Using different character physics parameters

Several tests have been done using different character parameters. To simulate
a structure in a physical way, there are parameters like bodies mass, bodies di-
mension, bodies center of mass offset, frictions, joints limits and maximum forces
applicable by joints that are very important to obtain realistic movements. In
biomechanics and robotics there are different studies about the importance of
such values during the construction of biped robots.

Some of such parameters are related because, for example, the bodies mass,
dimension and COM offset affect the maximum forces applicable by joints. As
described previously, the physics engine simulates a continous world in an approx-
imate and discrete way. Setting the max force applicable by joints, it is important
to remember that the physics engine can do errors. Use a high value of force
available by a joint, implicates errors greater during the physics simulation. This
because the values used are bigger but the approximation used to simulate the
physics state is with the same precision. The physics engine errors can implicate
the violation of the movements limits of a joint, obtaining so, a not realistic motion.

Static and dynamic frictions are other important parameters to obtain a re-
alistic motion. The friction values are related to the other parameters because,
naturally, forces applicable and masses affect the bodies reaction during the mo-
tion. Use little values implicates more difficulty to achieve a goal because the
character cannot obtain the right push to walk. The tests about different friction
values have been useful to understand better as a type of terrain can affect to the
human motion.

The tests have showed the importance about the use of a static friction greater
than the dynamic friction. The character with high center of mass has more sta-
bility and can be important to have the COM of the leg bodies near the rotation
joints instead that in the center of them (for this reason the user has the possibility
to define a COM offset for every body created). It is important also that the feet
are able to absorb the energy give by the terrein during the motion.

The results of tests have been very useful to understand that, to obtain a good
result in acceptable time, is not only important to have a good genetic algorithm
but to have a good character and environment simulation is necessary. Changing
the parameters described can means to grow, in a relevant way, the necessary time
to obtain an useful animation.
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Tests using different strategies to define the desired motion
With the system created there is the possibility to define the desired motion setting
the character COM (center of mass) and bodies positions, the character COM and
bodies velocities. Also, the user can minimize the kinetic energy during the motion.

The tests have showed that defining only the desired COM position and ve-
locity is not useful for obtaining a good animation. The main reason is that the
COM alone is not able to define a desired final pose. An other important aspect is
that the COM is strongly related with the properties of the character (like bodies
dimension and mass), in this way assign the parameters becomes again more im-
portant. For example, having a structure with the center of mass very high and
defining the desired final pose using the COM position, the animations in which
the character is unbalanced toward the goal are considerated better than the oth-
ers.

The minimization of the energy in this system has been done minimizing the
sum of the bodies kinetic energy during the character motion. Minimizing the
energy during the motion results not very good have been obtained. Other con-
siderations about the use of energy minimization during the evolution task will be
detailed in the chapter 6.

The system allows the defining of a desired movement and a desired final ve-
locity of each body. Moreover not all the components must be guided to a desired
value. Naturally, setting the desired position or velocity of more bodies com-
plicates the GA work (the algorithm must obtain a motion that satisfies more
constraints), but to set few constraints can produce animations not useful because
the other bodies can assume arbitrary positions or velocities. Setting opportune
constraints to the possible motion of the bodies is fundamental. Limits to the
bodies movements can avoid a set of undesired movements and so drives the GA
to find the motion desired. Naturally the user has to pay attention to not create
situations in which the desired movement not is concurred from ties.

Ways to create complex animations
As previously described, to use sinusoidal functions to control the joints does not
allows the creation of animations in which there are two different velocity of the
character motion and constrains the creation of short animations or motions. Dur-
ing the creation of the system different strategies to solve the problem have been
tested.

With the system there is the possibility to create an animation in which the
character is controlled with two or more different sets of sinusoidal functions used
in sequence. Different tests have showed that it cannot be useful to add other
parameters to the GA to obtain an animation. In fact, the genotype dimension is
the double and the genetic algorithm require much time more obtaining sometimes
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animations not useful because with error too much.

Other tests have been done creating an animation, saving the state of the simu-
lation at the last frame and creating a new animation starting by the environment
stored. These tests showed that for the GA, generally, it is simpler to arrive to
the goal with a structure that starts in movement than from motionless. Another
result of this type of tests is that, if the structure starts in movement, with the
joints controllers used in this work, the animations obtained are good if consid-
ered the error values but are not realistic because have motions styles unrealistic
if compared with the human motions (Figure 5.9). Some tests have been done
also creating two animations in sequence (the first from motionless and the second
from the end frame of the first) using, to create the second motion, like initial
generation, the DNA of the first animation. The results, also if better, have the
same problem of unrealistic motion.

To use the DNA of an another animation like first generation, is an approach
that has been used also in other contexts. To create an animation that move the
character 12 units, for example, has been used the generation of an animation in
which there is the motion of 10 units of the character. Tests like this one have
showed that it can be useful to use a non random generation as initialization but,
naturally, the motion of the animation used influence the evolution and is not
appropriate to use a previous animation too different from the desired motion. In
each case, to create a motion of more than 10 steps, is better to use, as initializa-
tion, a generation obtained for a movement of 10 units. The same thing happen
for a children that learn to walk: he does not cover at the first time a big distance
but he learns to walk in more little steps.

For creating of a little movement is useful to use an evolution previously stored
in which the structure covers a greater distance. The character, for achieving a
near pose, prefers to do a single step because only in this way it achieves the
desired position with a very good error. If the goal is to obtain a structure that
walk and not that does only a step, is better to use a longer animation. In fact,
usually, with more steps the structure cannot achieve (for the dimension of it) with
a very good error the goal (naturally this because the step of the character, using
sinusoidal functions, will be always of the same size) but, doing a single step, the
character can achieve the goal better.

Other types of animations
To test the structures with other types of motions animations have been created
in which there are two boxes and a sphere and the character must kick the ball
to score a goal between the boxes. The animation obtained is funny and it is a
good test to try the interaction of the character with other bodies (Figure 5.11).
For this type of animation some desired motion advanced setting have been useful
because was necessary to control the position of the ball at the end of animation.
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Figure 5.5. In these images there is an example of walk evolution: the humanoid
structure learns to walk during the GA evolution task. The goal was to move the structure
forward of 10 units. In the first sequence there is the best animation before the evolution.
The second sequence contains the best motion during the evolution. The last sequence
shows the best animation after the learning task.
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Figure 5.6. This image contains a comparison between Key-Framing and GAC. The
goal of the characters is to achieve a position distant of 20 units. The particular of
the test is that the user defines only the desired final position of the simple structure.
Naturally, the key framing method interpolates the positions initial and final. Instead,
the potentialities of system created are all evidenced also with this simple structure. Up
there is the result obtained with key-framing; Down, instead, the result of GAC. The
tests with this simple structure have showed like an important parameter is the time
available for the animation. Changing it the structure changes the step for being able to
catch up the desired position.
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Figure 5.7. 5DOF Character walk

Figure 5.8. 11DOF Character walk
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Figure 5.9. 11DOF Character animation. An example of animation with good error
but unreal motion.
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Figure 5.10. 15DOF Character walk. This is an important animation because is the
most realistic motion. With 15 degrees of freedom, the character, during the walk, can
move the center of mass on one only leg.
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Figure 5.11. 7DOF Character animation, here the objective was kick the ball between
the boxes

For that control was not necessary define a precise position for the ball but was
better can define an area in which it must found at the end of the animation. A
detailed description of the advanced setting are in appendix A.

To create animations also for the structure non human-like has been useful to
understand other possible uses of the the system, in fact it can be useful also for
the users that have to animate unreal characters to know the plausible movements
of them (Figure 5.12). The algorithm can obtain a good animation for the 4 legged
structure in few minutes. It is important to note that with this test there was not
the will to simulate a particular animal motion, but there was only the necessity
to test the system with an other type of structure.

5.2 GA Tests Analysis
To test the different types of GA operators the structure with 7 degrees of freedom
has been used. The structure is sufficiently complex and the calculation time to
obtain a good animation is reasonable. The tests effectuated, using the different
approaches of selection, crossover and mutation are useful to investigate the neces-
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Figure 5.12. The structure with 4 legs during the animation. The structure not has
been studied to simulate a particular animal, the natural motion assumed by it can to
be compared with the movement of a monkey.
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sary time to obtain a good result with the different GA. The analysis of the results
with the first two operators is summarized in the following points (all the results
described must be considered like an average of different results):

• Roulette wheel selection can obtain better results in terms of error but needs
much more time than Category selection (generally the double quantity of
the time).

• Fitness Proportional Crossover finds rapidly local solutions, with opportune
fitness function (for example, that avoid, using opportunely the movement
limits, the major part of animations with undesired motions) it work very
well and obtained good solutions quickly.

• Linear Crossover is a method that, in average, guarantee the best solutions
in each situation, the calculation time is medium meaningfully greater also of
the 50% more. The Blend Crossover, like efficiency, is in the middle between
the other two crossover methods.

The mutation operator requires a separated analysis. Initially the mutation
operator used was only with a constant mutation probability. Analyzing the geno-
type of the best individuals during the algorithm’s running (Figure 5.13) it has
been noticed that, probably, reducing opportunely the search space, the algorithm
can work better. For this reason the mutation probability function described in the
section 3.3.3 (Figure 3.2) has been developed. With the dynamic mutation prob-
ability approach, the better results have been obtained (in terms of calculation
time and final error) also if, reducing the search space, there is the possibility to
achieve local results and it is important to set an opportune number of generations
(is it useful to remember that this approach helps the user to choose the mutation
probability value that, instead, in the case of static parameter assumes relevant
importance).The usefully of the dynamic mutation probability, is evidenced, by
the fact that, using only high probability values the algorithm doesn’t obtain use-
ful animations; instead, using little values of probability, the algorithm, finds only
solutions near to the initial best individuals.

As described in the section 3.3.4 two type of approaches have been used to
assign a penalty to the individuals: in the first case the animation is interrupted
to save time and the valuation is set to a high value, in the second case a penalty
is added to the individual each time that he does not respect the constraints
set. Usually, as descripted in appendix A.2, the constraints have been used to
avoid character behaviour completely wrong, for example, during the walk, the
structure cannot fall down. The tests have evidenced that when all individuals
violate the constraints, usually it happens in the first generation, with the first
type of penalty, all individuals will have the same bad valuation without significant
distinctions. This mechanism is not very useful because, if all individuals violate
the constraints, there will be differences anyway and without classifying them, the
GA cannot work well.

Assign penalty without stop the estimation, avoids this bad behaviour and dis-
tinguishes all the individuals also if these violate the constraints; for example it is
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important to evidence the differences between an animation in which the character
fall down at the end of an animation and in which the structure falls immediately.
To do this, during the animation, the constraints are verified and, in case of vio-
lation, is add a penalty to the individual; doing the control more times implicate
the possibility to distinguish better the individuals because who fall down before
will has more penalty than the others.

During the tests, has been used, also, an approach similar to [7] to add the
penalty. The movement penalty was been added not immediately, but with a
growing weight during the evolution. The results obtained was not good because
the evolution, at the beginning took a bad way, preferring the individuals that fell.

Without penalty can happen that the structure, to move its bodies forward,
prefer fall down than stand up, because in this way it can approach to the goal
more parts of it.
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Figure 5.13. The images contain the genes values of the best individual during a genetic
algorithm evolution process. These values have been obtained using a static mutation
probability. Each graphic contains the values of a specific gene of the best current
individual. Initially, at the left of the evolution axes, the fitness value is very high,
during the evolution, the best individual improves until is obtained a very good value.
The graphs evidence that, with the increase of generations the genes that are modified
with a relevant offset, diminish. It means that, with the increase of the generations and
the improvements of the individuals, the space of the solutions is shrunk. This behaviour
has suggested to use a dynamic mutation probability. This approach allows to restrict
the search space area and so improves the efficiency of the genetic algorithm. Formula 3.7
describes the function used to control the mutation probability. It decreases the mutation
probability, considering, the best current valuation and the number of generation like
discussed in the section 3.3.3.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future
Works

The results of the tests have showed that it is possible to create good animations
using genetic algorithms to move a character in an environment physically sim-
ulated. The necessary time to obtain little errors grow with the increase of the
structure complexity, in particular way using operators that guarantee global so-
lutions. The genetic algorithms, ideally, find the global optimum with a number
of generations and individuals sufficiently. In practice it is not always possible to
use the sufficient number of generations or individuals. The fitness function used
for this work requires a lot of time to simulate, in the best way, the character
motion; for this reason, use too much individuals or generations can be expensive
in terms of time. In this work, in fact, with the grow of the structure complexity,
the increase of the computational time derive more by the necessary time to obtain
a good physics simulation, than by the algorithm cost.

It is desiderable to find a compromise between the precision of simulation, cal-
culation time and error accepted. For the GA operators, analysing the tests, the
better choice, is to use Category selection, Linear Crossover and Dynamic muta-
tion probability. With the 15DOF Character the parameters that permit to obtain
good solutions are: 200-300 individuals and 100-200 generations. The approach
suggested is to use this type of operators because, although with them the GA has
more probability to find local optimum, the parameters to define the desired and
admitted motion allows to avoid animations not wished (in the Appendix A there
is a description of how to do this) and, in some cases, it is convenient to restart
the algorithm, after a fixed number of generations, than to use GA with the other
selection operators (is important to remember that the real coded GA works with
random values and is not always possible to obtain the global optimum with a
prefixed number of generations).

It is important to accept solutions with errors greater than 1%. Usually, for an
animation, it is not important to achieve the desired position with that error (also
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because the structure of the character cannot allow that precision) but is more
important to arrive to the proximity of the desired position with a good style,
saving, a lot of calculation time necessary to improve the error.

In this work approach, there is a precise choice of not use specific motions con-
straints to create realistic animations (like in [10], [13]). There was the necessity
to investigate the possibility to create general animations using a simple way to
set the informations about the desired motion (like for example the definition of
the final pose) and for this usable by less experienced users.

Analyzing the results obtained using only the final desired pose, a considera-
tion can be made, the approach to create animations can be used to create realistic
animations, but there are some limitations that must be solved. Possible improve-
ments are:

• How described in the previous chapters, the controllers used have some lim-
itations. A possible improvement is to modify the controllers (for how the
system has been done, it means to change only one function of the class:
GAFitness) using for example neural nets (opportunly designed) or a sum
of periodic functions. An example of the limitations to use simple periodic
function is evidenced in the animations image at figure 5.7 or 5.8 at page 42:
the goal was to arrive with the thorax high, the structure, for walk, must to
move the center of mass forward, for these reasons and for the nature of the
periodic functions, the character must to move forward the thorax with op-
portune amplitude and frequency that allow it to have one loss of balance to
forward and come back to the initial position at the end of the animation. In
the work [4] there is a description of the energy used by the human muscles
during the walk, it demonstrates that the sinusoidal functions can be useful
to generate a good motion but not sufficient to have a total realistic motion.

• Estimate more individuals in a parallel way, can to render faster the valuation
of the generation and so the algorithm.

• The human, during motions, minimize the energy used. In this work the
minimization of the energy has been done simply minimizing the kinetic en-
ergy of the structure during the animation. In the tests effectuated with
the energy minimization the structure prefers to remain motionless to save
energy. Probably the problem is that the human body diminishing the en-
ergy, use mainly some articulations instead of others (for several reasons as,
for example, based on the robustness of the same articulations), therefore it
could be useful to diminish the kinetic energy weighting, in an opportune
way, the contributions of the several articulations.

• With the current physics engine, the graphics engine has few time to render
the scene, in this way, the number of frames for second decreases significantly
when complex structures are animated. An existing physics engine has been
useful in this work but for a project more developed can be necessary an
engine, with less functions, but more dedicated and efficient.
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• Use only one final desired position, some times, is not sufficient to obtain an
useful animation (see for example figure 5.9, in particular way if will be used
controllers like neural nets that, differently to periodic functions, don’t have
a relationship between two consecutive output values. To continue following
the approach of not using specific motion constraints a possible solution to
the problem can be use more desired pose to define the intermediate positions
of the desired motion (an interesting approach to set the desired path is in
[22]), another approach is to create the possibility to set constraints not only
respect the global position or velocity of the bodies but constraints that
relate the bodies between them.

• Create an user interface with which to define the structure desired pose
helps the artist to obtain better animations. The user, creating more little
animations, can create complex motions. In particular, the GUI is necessary
if intermediate poses will be used to define the desired motion.

• The genetic algorithm, in a future system, can calculate the parameters not
for all the joints but only for a part of them. The remaining joints can be
handled by the user with a tool like key frame. In this way, for example,
the genetic algorithm can move the legs during the walk, the superior part
of the human body is controlled or partially controlled by the user. This
type of interaction can be also useful to set approximately the parameters of
the joints that will be refined with the genetic algorithm. All this can help
the genetic algorithm and permit to control better the character motions.
Another opportunity, for the user, can be also to modify, manually, a gene
value, during the evolution, like also proposed in [22]. Another interactive
approach is discussed in [12].

The results obtained in this work are interesting, surely this is only a first step,
but the approach indicated to create animations can be improved, the sensation
is that potentially it can become an useful interactive tool to create animations.
It can be used also to investigate possible motions of new unrealistic characters.

Another development can start from this project, the system created can be
used to simulate a robot and to investigate the possible controllers that can gen-
erate the desired motion and use them with the related real structure, naturally,
like discussed previously, the goal of the work will be obtain a realistic motion in
part but, generally, realize a robust and riusable controller.
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Appendix A

XML files structure

This appendix is supposed to be a little manual on how to write the xml files, useful
to create a desired structure, set the desired motion and manage parameters of
the application and the genetic algorithm. All the files must be inserted into the
folder . . . \GAC\media\cfg\.

A.1 Structure.xml
This file allows to create any type of structure using boxes and spheres. To connect
them, the user can use joints with one degrees of freedom (with or not rotation
limits) or with fixed joints.

An example of file is the following:

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<Structure>

<Bodies number_of_bodies = "3" >

<Body>
<Name value = "Leg_1_sphere" />
<Material name = "sphere" />
<Type value = "sphere" />
<Position x = "-1.4" y = "4.4" z = "1.6" />
<Orientation angle = "0.0" x = "0.0" y = "1.0" z = "0.0" />
<COM_local_position x = "0.0" y = "0.0" z = "0.0" />
<Mass value = "0.5" />
<Dimension radius = "0.4" />

</Body>

<Body>
<Name value = "Leg_1_sup" />
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<Material name = "cube" />
<Type value = "box" />
<Position x = "-1.4" y = "3.0" z = "1.6" />
<Orientation angle = "0.0" x = "0.0" y = "1.0" z = "0.0" />
<COM_local_position x = "0.0" y = "0.0" z = "0.0" />
<Mass value = "3.0" />
<Dimension x = "0.4" y = "1.0" z = "0.4" />

</Body>

<Body>
<Name value = "Leg_1_inf" />
<Material name = "cube" />
<Type value = "box" />
<Position x = "-1.4" y = "1.0" z = "1.6" />
<Orientation angle = "0.0" x = "0.0" y = "1.0" z = "0.0" />
<COM_local_position x = "0.0" y = "0.0" z = "0.0" />
<Mass value = "3.0" />
<Dimension x = "0.39" y = "1.0" z = "0.4" />

</Body>

</Bodies>

<Revolute_Joints number_of_revolute_joints = "1" >

<Joint>
<Name value = "Leg_1_pitch" />
<Actors actor0 = "Leg_1_sup" actor1 = "Leg_1_inf" />
<Anchor x = "-1.4" y = "2.0" z = "2.0" />
<Axis x = "-1.0" y = "0.0" z = "0.0" />
<Limits low = "5.0" high = "60.0" />
<Max_force value = "100.0" />

</Joint>

</Revolute_Joints>

<Fixed_Joints number_of_fixed_joints = "1" >

<Joint>
<Actors actor0 = "Leg_1_sup" actor1 = "Leg_1_sphere" />

</Joint>

</Fixed_Joints>

</Structure>
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This file creates one leg of the structure showed in the image 5.12.
There are three sections in the file:

• Bodies in which there is the description of all the bodies created; is impor-
tant to define, using the attribute number_of_bodies, the number of bodies
created. Each Body must has defined the subsections:

– Subsection: Name Attribute: value. It indicates simply the name of
the body created.

– Subsection: Material Attribute: name. Is the name of the Ogre Entity
Material used to show the object. The Material file must be inserted
into the folder . . . \GAC\media\materials\scripts\ and the eventually
textures into . . . \GAC\media\materials\textures\. See [21] manual for
others informations.

– Subsection: Type Attribute: value. Represents the type of object; write
"box" or "sphere".

– Subsection: Position Attributes: x, y, z. Indicates the position in which
to create the body.

– Subsection: Orientation Attribute: ange, x, y, z. Represents the quater-
nion of the body orientation, the attributes x, y, z are the components
of the axes for the body rotation.

– Subsection: COM_local_position Attributes: x, y, z. This subsection
is useful to simulate better a body, it indicates the local position (respect
the body position) of the body center of mass.

– Subsection: Mass Attribute: value. Is the mass of the body, it is im-
portant for the physics simulation of the body.

– Subsection: Dimension Attributes: x, y, z. Indicates the body dimen-
sions.

• Revolute_Joints follow the same principle of the previous section. Here there
is the description of all the joints with 1 DOF. Is important the attribute
number_of_revolute_joints that indicate the number of revolute joints cre-
ated. Each Joint must has the subsections:

– Subsection: Name Attribute: value. Indicates the name of the joint.
– Subsection: Actors Attribute: actor0, actor1. The attributes indicate

the names of bodies connected with the joint.
– Subsection: Anchor Attributes: x, y, z. Defines the anchor position of

the joint.
– Subsection: Axis Attributes: x, y, z. Describes the axis in which the

rotation is allowed.
– Subsection: Limits Attribute: low, high. Defines the rotation limits of

the joints, if low == high the motion has not limits.
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– Subsection: Max_force Attribute: value. This is an important motor
parameter, it indicates the maximum force applicable from the joint to
achieve a desired velocity. To set an high value can force the joint to
assume a position not permitted by the limits if the physics simulation
is not quite precise. See [20] manual for others informations.

• Fixed_Joints contains the description of all the fixed joints. Also in this case
is important to define the attribute number_of_fixed_joints that indicate
the number of fixed joints created. Each Joint must has the subsections:

– Subsection: Actors Attribute: actor0, actor1. The attributes indicate
the names of bodies connected with the joint.

To test the structure in the design phase, is possible to watch and to test it,
using the system created. In the next sections there will be a description of how
to use the system, and so, also of how to debug the structure.

A.2 Phenotype.xml
With this file the user can define the desired motion of the character. As previously
described, with the system created, the artist can define a final desired pose of the
structure and the limits at the body movements.

The following lines are an example of file:

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<Phenotype>

<Valuation_parameters>

<Time_steps number = "1">
<Step value = "5.0" />

</Time_steps>

<Standardizing_values distance = "10.0" velocity = "10.0"
energy = "100000.0" />

<Joints_controlled number = "1">
<Joint name = "Leg_1_pitch" />

</Joints_controlled>

</Valuation_parameters>

<COM_controlled_in_position is_Controlled = "false" />

<Bodies_controlled_in_position number = "1">
<Body>
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<Name value = "Leg_1_sphere" />
<Goal is_the_desired_position = "false" x = "0.0" y = "0.0"
z = "10.0" use_x = "true" use_y = "true" use_z = "true"/>

<Max_distance_accepted x = "0.0" y = "2.0" z = "0.0" />
<Advanced_thresholds_control control_x_only_at_end = "false"
control_y_only_at_end = "false" control_z_only_at_end = "false"
accurate_x_control = "true" accurate_y_control = "true"
accurate_z_control = "true" />

</Body>
</Bodies_controlled_in_position>

<COM_controlled_in_velocity is_Controlled = "false" />

<Bodies_controlled_in_velocity number = "1" >
<Body>
<Name value = "Leg_1_sphere" />
<Desired_velocity x = "0.0" y = "0.0" z = "0.0" />
<Max_velocity_difference_accepted x = "0.0" y = "0.0" z = "0.0"/>

</Body>
</Bodies_controlled_in_velocity>

<Energy_minimized is_Controlled = "false" />

</Phenotype>

In this file there are references to the structure file defined in the previous
section.

The file is divided in two main parts; the first part, composed by the sec-
tion Valuation_parameters, contains all the informations useful for the valuation,
the others sections define the desired motion. The section Valuation_parameters
contains the following subsections and attributes:

• Subsection: Time_steps Attribute: number. Indicates the number of func-
tions used (in sequence), for each joint, during the animation. Each Step
subsection in Time_steps indicates how long to use (in seconds) a single
function in the animation. In the example is used one only sinusoidal func-
tion for all the animation, its duration is 5 seconds.

• Subsection: Standardizing_values Attributes: distance, velocity, energy. To
estimate an individual, the errors between the final pose/velocity of the char-
acter and the desired pose/velocity are calculated, for the energy is simply
added the kinetic energy of the structure during the motion. Each type of
contribution is weighted with the related Standardizing_values.

• Subsection: Joints_controlled Attribute: number. This subsection contains
the joints that are controlled by the genetic algorithm. Here there are the
names of all the joints that must to be controlled. In the example there is
only one joint guided.
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After that, file contains the sections that defines the motion desired. There are
three possibilities: to set the desired final pose (of the joints set or of the COM),
to set the desired final velocity (of the joints set or of the COM) and minimize
the kinetic energy. To actuate this last control, the user, must write true at the
attribute is_Controlled of the section Energy_minimized.

To set the desired final pose is the motion control most used, during the
tests and so it has more options. To set a desired bodies (or COM) position,
the user, must set the number of bodies that have a desired position, this is
done, writing the relative value at the attribute number of the section Bod-
ies_controlled_in_position (to set the COM desired position user must write true
at the attribute is_Controlled of section COM_controlled_in_position. After
that, the Bodies_controlled_in_position (or COM_controlled_in_position for
the COM) section must contains the relative number of Body subsections with
the following characteristics:

• Subsection: Name Attribute: value. The name of the bodies considered.

• Subsection: Goal Attributes: is_the_desired_position, x, y, z, use_x, use_y,
use_z. This is an important subsection. The system allows to define a de-
sired movement of the body or an absolute desired position of it. More-
over not all the components must be guided to a desired value. Setting
is_the_desired_position to true, the user, can define, with the attributes x,
y, z the absolute desired position, otherwise the values set represents the de-
sired movement. The attributes use_x, use_y, use_z indicate if each single
component is considered or not during the valuation. In the example, the
body, must move forward of 10 units and all the components are considered.
An important note is that, if a component is not considered, means that it
can assume an arbitrary final position.

• Subsection: Max_distance_accepted Attributes: x, y, z. This part describes
the limits to the character movements. Also if the distance between the
desired pose and the current pose is estimated only at the end of animation,
during the motion, there is a control of the body position. Setting the
attributes of this section the user indicates the max absolute distance that
the body can assume between the desired path and the current position.
The desired path is obtained like linear combination between the desired
and the initial position. Setting to 0 a component of this section, means
that the body limits to the motions, are not controlled for that component.
This subsection, during the tests is used mainly to control that the character
didn’t fall down during the motion. Every time that one or more bodies not
respect the limits assigned the valuation has a penalty. In the example the
body cannot move more than 2 units from the desired path.

• Subsection: Advanced_thresholds_control Attributes: control_x_only_at-
_end, control_y_only_at_end, control_z_only_at_end, accurate_x_con-
trol, accurate_y_control, accurate_z_control. This section introduces more
controls to define the motion. Control a component only at the end means
that the related limits control is effectuated only at the end of the animation.
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Instead, set a component control not accurate, means that the related com-
ponent limits not will be controlled during the animation and if the body,
at the end of animation, assumes a position between the limits defined in
the subsection Max_distance_accepted, its position error will be null. This
particular options was been used during the tests in order to assure that the
ball was ended in the door for the animation 5.11 at page 45.

To set the desired final velocity of a joint or for the COM, like for the desired
pose, the user must set opportunely the attribute number of the section Bod-
ies_controlled_in_velocity (or the attribute is_Controlled of COM_controlled-
_in_velocity for the COM). After that, the related section must contain the suf-
ficiently number of Body subsections with the following parameters:

• Subsection: Name Attribute: value. The name of the bodies considered.

• Subsection: Desired_velocity Attributes: x, y, z. Sets the final desired
velocity value. This section contains less attributes because, during the tests,
the velocities not are much controlled. In the example, the body, must finish
the animation, minimizing the final velocity. During the tests, the most
commonly use of the bodies velocity control, was to end the animations with
small velocities.

• Subsection: Max_velocity_difference_accepted Attributes: x, y, z. Follows
the same principle of the Max_distance_accepted for the bodies position
control. Generally, in the tests the limits are not set.

A.3 Application_inputs.xml
The user, with this file, sets some application parameters like, for example, the
input values of genetic algorithm. An example of file is the following:

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<Application_inputs>

<Show_rendering value = "false" />

<Structure_debug value = "false" />

<Load_environment value = "false" />

<Save_environment_at_last_frame value = "true" />

<Camera_settings>
<Position x = "-435.0" y = "8.0" z = "25.0" />
<Orientation roll = "0.0" pitch = "0.0" yaw = "45.0" />

</Camera_settings>
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<Structure_settings>
<Position x = "-450.0" y = "0.0" z = "0.0" />

</Structure_settings>

<Scene_environment model_name = "stadium.mesh" />

<GA_settings genotype_dimension = "3" number_of_individuals = "100"
number_of_generations = "50" selection_rate = "0.1"
discard_rate = "0.1" mutation_probability = "0.3"
min_mutation_probability = "0.0" max_mutation_probability = "0.4"
mutation_probability_normalizer = "4.0"
use_dynamic_mutation_probability = "true"
a_good_solution_value = "0.05" load_generation = "false" />

</Application_inputs>

As the example shows, the xml file sections are:

• Subsection: Show_rendering Attribute: value. If set at true, the system
shows the rendering of the animations, in this case the last generation is
showed in real time, instead, the others previous, are showed more quickly
to save time.

• Subsection: Structure_debug Attribute: value. If set at true, the system
enters in the structure debug mode and doesn’t start the genetic algorithm;
naturally, the section Show_rendering must be at true. The next appendix
describes how to control the system using the structure debug mode.

• Subsection: Load_environment Attribute: value. If set at true. The sys-
tem loads the physics environment state previously stored (using the file
. . . \GAC\media\cfg\SDK_Physics_environment.cdb). This is useful to build
an animation that start from a physics state obtained with one other ani-
mation (for example its final state).

• Subsection: Save_environment_at_last_frame Attribute: value. This is
a parameter useful combined with the previous. If set at true the system
saves into the file named . . . \GAC\media\cfg\New_SDK_Physics_environ-
ment.cdb the final physics environment state of the animation. It is useful
to create sequences of animations.

• Subsection: Camera_settings. Contains the subsections to define the Posi-
tion and Orientation of the camera. The camera is not fixed but it can also
to be moved, by the user, when the system is running (the commands will
be described in the next appendix).

• Subsection: Structure_settings. Contains the subsection Position useful to
define the position of the character.
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• Subsection: Scene_environment Attribute: model_name. Indicates the
name of the Ogre model used to create the scene environment. The model
file must be inserted into the folder . . . \GAC\media\models\. During tests,
like in the example, the environment loaded was an athletics stadium.

• Subsection: GA_settings. Is the main section of the file, it contains the
attributes to define the genetic algorithm inputs. The parameters are:

– genotype_dimension: Defines the dimension of an individual geno-
type. To set it must product the number of joints controlled (section
Joints_controlled of the file Phenotype.xml) to 3 (the number of pa-
rameters for each sinusoidal function, see section 3.2).

– number_of_individuals: Number of individuals for the genetic algo-
rithm.

– number_of_generations: Number of maximum generations for the ge-
netic algorithm.

– selection_rate: The selection rate indicates the percentage of best in-
dividuals cloned during the phase of a new generation creation (see
section 3.3).

– discard_rate: The discard rate indicates the percentage of the worst
individuals during the phase of a new generation creation (see section
3.3).

– mutation_probability: Represents the mutation probability used with
the static approach (see section 3.3).

– min_mutation_probability, max_mutation_probability: Are the val-
ues of minimum and maximum mutation probability if is used the dy-
namic approach (see section 3.3).

– mutation_probability_normalizer: Is the value that normalizes the mu-
tation probability curves (see section 3.3).

– use_dynamic_mutation_probability: Is the flag that indicates if use
or not the dynamic mutation probability approach (see section 3.3).

– a_good_solution_value: Is the individual valuation considered good
to stop the genetic algorithm.

– load_generation: If set at true, the genetic algorithm, during the ini-
tialization, loads a generation previously stored (in the file
. . . \GAC\media\cfg\Last_generation_file.dna). It is very useful to
continue the develop of an animation, to see another time an animation
created or to improve the efficiency of the GA using a similar animation,
previously created. For example, to create an animation with a motion
of 20 units, is better to start from an animation previously created in
which the character cover 10 units in less time, than to start with a
random generation. The same thing is to create an animation of 10
units from an other of 20.



Appendix B

How to use the System

During the running of the system, if the rendering is showed, the user can interact
with the application using the following keys:

• Esc closes the application,

• Up moves to forward the camera,

• Down moves to behind the camera,

• Left moves to left the camera,

• Right moves to right the camera,

• PgUp moves to up the camera,

• PgDown moves to down the camera,

• Moving the mouse while is pressed the left button, the user, can rotate the
camera,

• F1 inverts the flag that indicates if to update the Ogre objects or not (is
useful to save time ),

• F4 saves the physics environment state into the file
. . . \GAC\media\cfg\New_SDK_Physics_environment.cdb,

• R starts or stops to print the frame buffer contained at every timestep, the
files are created into the folder . . . \GAC\media\images\.

If the system is in the structure debug mode, the user can handle the structure
created using also the following keys:

• F3 Loads the physics environment previously stored into the file
. . . \GAC\media\cfg\SDK_Physics_environment.cdb, usually it is the ini-
tial state of the structure, the user can also save a new state and to rename
the new file to be loaded.
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• F5 Transforms the character to a ragdoll, to do this, the velocity of all the
joits motors are set to zero, in this way, all the motors not run.

• 3, 4, 5 Are buttons that, respective, increase, decrease or set to zero the
velocity of the joint currently controlled. Initially the joint controlled is the
first joint created, to change the current joint controlled the user can use the
buttons 1, 2.

The structure debug mode is very important tool that allows the user to verify
that all the joints created works well.
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